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Tally erp 9 r4.51Each week, we ask a guest writer to interpret a recent F1 event. This weekend it’s
Craig Scarborough, who argues that ‘Barcelona has been a testing ground.’ Yes, we know that Max
Verstappen’s first grand prix began with him running over Carlos Sainz’s car, Max Vandoorne made
a late-race pit stop from the middle of the track and Sebastian Vettel was furious that a mechanical
failure allowed Lewis Hamilton to inherit the lead on the first lap and then hold it to claim victory.
And Kimi Raikkonen used up all his remaining set of softer tyres after half a lap to finish behind
Bottas. But the reason why the reliability challenges in Barcelona were so prominent was because
there was more testing to do. The only serious incident of the weekend was Max’s collision, but by
the time that happened there was just a couple of hours left of actual testing with the track
available. Of course, some of the stories from Barcelona were just amusing. All weekend the drivers
said their race pace wasn’t great. The inevitable subsequent discussions about the future of the tyres
that didn’t have any explosions. The spectacular crashes. And the applications of the FIA’s new
rules. But for the most part the tyres, the strategies and the set-up issues of the cars were left on the
track as the drivers, engineers, team managers and drivers’ advisers went through the data
collected at previous Barcelona races. All of this is aimed at improving the speed of the cars, and it
is working. There are many more setups to try before an event and now the teams have a year of
data on the Pirelli tyres that they can apply to improve their understanding of how they perform on
different tracks, and what kind of tyres to deploy on a variety of race temperatures. By this season’s
European GP, there will be better understanding of how to set-up the cars, and how it will all play
out in the race. While the drivers have complained about the tyres in recent years, one of the most
obvious changes to the sport that is clearly a result of the testing regime is the increased grid sizes.
With the increase in the number of power units in the field, there is more testing to be done and so
each race will start with an increased number of cars and it’s very much 04aeff104c
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